We understand the importance of staying connected and equipped with the best tech, especially while traveling. There's a lot of important gear to take with you, so we've compiled this checklist to make it easier! Happy Travels from all of us at Citynet!

**YOUR SMARTPHONE**

**Charging Cables**
Pack extra cables for all your devices, preferably durable, braided ones.

**Power Bank**
A high-capacity power bank (10,000mAh or more) is crucial to keep your devices charged on the go.

**Portable Charger**
For quick recharges a compact portable charger can be a lifesaver.

**Universal Adapter**
A universal travel adapter ensures you can plug into any outlet around the world.

**Waterproof Phone Case**
Perfect for beach trips or unexpected rain, keeping your phone safe and dry.

**Mirrorless Camera**
For photography enthusiasts, a compact mirrorless camera offers professional-grade photos without the bulk of a DSLR.

**Drone**
Capture stunning aerial footage of your destinations with a travel-friendly drone.

**Action Camera**
An action camera like a GoPro is perfect for capturing adventures from snorkeling to zip-lining.

**Gimbal Stabilizer**
Consider one to ensure smooth video footage for your smartphone or camera.

**TRAVEL TIPS**

**Backup Your Data**
Before you leave, make sure to back up your phone and laptop.

**Protect Your Devices**
Use sturdy, protective cases for all your gadgets to avoid damage.

**Keep Valuables Close**
Always carry your tech valuables in your carry-on bag.

**Check Voltage Requirements**
Ensure your chargers and devices are compatible with the local voltage.

**HEALTH & SAFETY**

**Smartwatch/Fitness Tracker**
Keep track of your steps, heart rate, and even navigation with a smartwatch or fitness tracker.

**Portable UV Sanitizer**
Ensure your gadgets stay germ-free with a portable UV sanitizer box.

**Personal Safety Alarm**
A small, portable personal safety alarm can provide peace of mind when exploring new places.

**AUDIO ESSENTIALS**

**Noise-Canceling Headphones**
Block out the noise during flights or bus rides with these.

**Bluetooth Speaker**
It can set the mood in your hotel room or at a picnic.

**Earbuds**
Compact and convenient for quick access to music or podcasts.

**ORGANIZATION**

**Cable Organizer**
Keep all your charging cables and adapters neatly organized.

**Packing Cubes with Built-in Charging**
Some packing cubes now come with built-in charging ports, combining organization with convenience.

**RFID Blocking Wallet**
Protect your personal information with an RFID-blocking wallet.

**Key Finder**
Attach a Bluetooth key finder to your keys or bags to easily locate them.

**Smart Luggage**
Includes built-in chargers and GPS tracking.

**CONNECTIVITY**

**Portable Wi-Fi Hotspot**
Stay connected anywhere with a portable Wi-Fi hotspot.

**Travel Router**
A compact travel router can improve Wi-Fi connections in hotels.

**Laptop/Tablet/eReader**
Work on the go or take all of your beach reads on a lightweight e-reader like a Kindle!

**External Hard Drive**
Backup your photos and important documents.

**Solar Charger**
Harness the power of the sun to keep your devices charged!